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Executive summary
ImProDiReT project was launched in March 2018 with a lifetime of 24 months and it aims to
empower communities within the Transcarpathian region in Ukraine with innovative socio--‐
technical solutions to help them reconnect, respond to, and recover from crisis situations.
The main objective of the project is to foster social innovation during crises for safeguarding
communities during critical scenarios from inaccurate, distrusted, and overhyped information,
and for raising citizen and community awareness of crisis situations by providing them with
filtered, validated, enriched, high quality, and actionable knowledge. Community decision--‐
making will be assisted by automated methods for real--‐time, intelligent processing and linking
of crowdsourced crisis information.
This document forms deliverable D6.2 “ImProDiReT Visibility”. It outlines the dissemination and
communication objectives and strategy of the reporting period (M1 to M6) and focuses on the
tools and activities that were undertaken to accomplish the objectives set. The deliverable
reports on dissemination tools (logo, presentation template, other templates, website, social
media, brochures, notepads, pens, banners etc.) used from M1 to M12 to disseminate the
project. The dissemination strategy was implemented with the use of online and offline
dissemination tools and actions. D6.2 deliverable in M6 also presents the dissemination
activities that have been implemented by the partners and are foreseen in the Description of
Action for WP6. It will be updated every six months, throughout the duration of the project.
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1 Introduction
ImProDiReT project was launched in March 2018 with a lifetime of 24 months and it aims to
empower communities within the Transcarpathian region in Ukraine with innovative sociotechnical solutions to help them reconnect, respond to, and recover from crisis situations.
The Transcarpathian region is situated in the West of Ukraine. Geographically the region is
dominated by the northern part of the Carpathian mountain range, which stretches from Poland
and Slovakia in a horse shoe form into Romania, crossing Ukraine. The population of
Transcarpathia is multi-ethnic, with several large minority groups, for example Romanians,
Hungarians, Russians and Romas.
Since the collapse of the Union of the Soviet Socialistic Republics (USSR) the logical connections
between Ukrainian institutes and institutions with relevant data on hazards and risk of disasters
and the local and regional administration were disturbed. An open, transparent exchange of
information has become increasingly difficult at all levels, also in addressing cross cutting
issues. The UCPM Scoping mission to the Solotvyno noted this as a major obstacle to come to a
good, all-inclusive assessment. In respect to the Sendai framework problems can be seen in the
field of understanding risks, risk reduction governance and investing in risk reduction
management.
The main objective of the project is to foster social innovation during crises for safeguarding
communities during critical scenarios from inaccurate, distrusted, and overhyped information,
and for raising citizen and community awareness of crisis situations by providing them with
filtered, validated, enriched, high quality, and actionable knowledge. Community decisionmaking will be assisted by automated methods for real--‐time, intelligent processing and linking
of crowdsourced crisis information.
This document forms deliverable D6.2 “ImProDiReT Visibility.” It is based on, and is consistent
with, the DoA. Within the DoA, we were expected to increase ImProDiReT project’s visibility
through and offline and online presence. The DoA states that the online presence will be through
Twitter, LinkedIn and Facebook. Thereafter, there are a number of branding products that
should be produced to increase the offline visibility. In addition, products like brochures,
leaflets, flyers, video, scientific articles and magazine articles are to be developed and
disseminated.
In addition, to the DoA, the ImProDiReT website was designed and launched within the first six
months of the project. The Facebook page will be used to reach the local public. The main
language of communication in the FaceBook page will be Ukrainian. On the page explanation of
the project to the wider public will be posted, including pictures and short stories on the
activities with the project. The linked in account is already being used to post information for
professionals working in disaster risk and emergency management. The items focus on the
methodology of the project and the results of the project. As the project progresses there will
be mode input to post in the LinkedIn account. The twitter account is currently the most active
account. It is will used to communicate project activities, publications, brochures, leaflets and
just completed, ongoing or upcoming project events.
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This document is the second deliverable of WP6 and is aimed at describing the established
“ImProDiReT Visibility.” The deliverable describes initially the goals of the dissemination
activities, tackles the main stakeholder groups, as well as the set of dissemination actions and
tools that have been used. Before concluding, there is a small section that focuses on the current
measurement of performance in regard to the Twitter account. As the project progresses more
measurement tools will be used and all the social media sites, the website and other visibility
tools effectiveness will be assessed.
The dissemination and communication strategy that was described in the D6.1 document
presented a clear way to address the project’s stakeholders and how it will offer the various
identified target groups incentive to act, get involved, and promote the project. It was developed
with the purpose of:
•
•
•

raising awareness about ImProDiReT project;
fostering a clear understanding of WP6 dissemination and communications objectives
and how they will be implemented in the context of the project’s objectives; and
outlining how ImProDiReT partners will be involved in WP6, their roles and
responsibilities.

As described in the DoA, all partners are responsible for individual dissemination tasks, for
example, authorship of research publications, attendance of conferences and events, etc.
However, TUD is the leader of the WP, and the coordinator of external communication actions
with substantial strategic input from all partners, therefore any communication activities shall
be widely coordinated and discussed within the consortium.

1.1 Scope of the deliverable
The scope of this deliverable is to present a 6 monthly report related to project by the
consortium members. The current deliverable outlines the dissemination and communication
objectives and strategy of the reporting period and focuses on the tools and activities that were
undertaken to accomplish these dissemination tools (website, social media, brochures, etc.)
used from M1 to M6 to disseminate the project implementing the online and offline
dissemination strategy set with activities that have been implemented by the consortium and
are foreseen in the Description of Action for WP6.

1.2 Methodology of the deliverable
The methodology followed for the production of the current deliverable is based on the
constructive and close collaboration of WP6 leader with the WP6 partners.
The initial version of the D6.2 “ImProDiReT Visibility” was compiled by TUD and was sent to the
project leaders (RAN) for reviews and comments. The current deliverable was finalized after
incorporating comments/suggestions from the project lead.
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1.3 Structure of the deliverable
These deliverable addresses seven main aspects of the dissemination of the project. The first
section serves as an introduction of the project and WP6 and the deliverable to the readers
(Executive summary and Introduction). The second section provides a summary of dissemination
actions and tools as defined in the DoA and followed during the reporting period. The third part
focuses on the ImProDiReT logo, general presentation, templates. The fourth on the ImProDiReT
website. The fifth on the social media accounts. The sixth on promotional materials. Finally, the
seventh section focuses on the measurement of the effectiveness of dissemination actions in
achieving the project objectives. The concluding remarks highlights the main points and issues
presented in the report.

1.4 Intended audience
This deliverable is addressed to:
Group of readers
1. ImProDiReT consortium partners

Rationale for reading
•
•
•
•
•
•

2. Target groups: general public,
scientific community, potential
new
end‐users,
possible
dissemination partners, project
stakeholders (As outlined in
D.6.1)

To be informed about the dissemination
activities during the reporting period
(M1-M12)
To
check
the
results
of
the
measurement of performance on
dissemination actions
To understand the proposed future
actions as a basis for further
deliberations.
To identify successes and areas that
need further improvement.
To identify areas of collaboration with
WP 6 leader.
To use the report as a foundation for
lessons learnt and taking actions to
enhance project visibility.

To be informed about dissemination activities
performed within the reporting period and
raise awareness about the project, announce
project
objectives,
keep
track
of
communication progress and further develop
community interest

3. Representatives of organization To share knowledge, information and best
and institutions involved in practices that can be adopted and utilized in
similar projects or initiatives.
similar projects
4. European Union (DG ECHO)
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Dissemination actions and tools
This section presents in detail the dissemination and communication objectives and strategy
implemented for this reporting. In this period, WP6 focused its efforts on developing
dissemination and communication strategy and activities that will result to the best and most
effective promotion of the project at local level, European and international levels. During this
year WP6 organized itself internally and define roles and responsibilities for each WP6 partner.
It was clear from the early first month of the project that each partner markets the project and
all WP6 partners need to contribute to dissemination and undertake correspondence facilitate
the internal communication and effective coordination of partners.
The dissemination of the project consists of a mix of activities together assuring that the
dissemination to the targeted groups will be achieved.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

In general, a logo, a project style and visibility gadgets have already been developed to
assure that the project is branded and recognized.
For reaching the local communities and administration, newspapers, leaflets and social
media have and will continue to be used.
For reaching the general public social media presence will be used.
For reaching relevant authorities social media presence, publication in magazines, and
a Final conference/dissemination meeting will be held.
For reaching the risk reduction experts and scientist scientific publications and the
organization of a final conference/ dissemination meeting will be used.
For all target groups a short video will be produces in which the results of the project
will be explained.
For informing the bordering countries Hungary, Slovakia, Romania and Poland a list of
relevant expert/authorities will be established and they will receive the produced
articles leaflets and deliverables etc. by mail.
The Danube strategy will be informed separately. As they have also special interest in
the hydrological aspects of the Solotvyno mine situation.

Dissemination tools are in a way different formats and channels that are being used to transmit
important messages, while the activities are the concrete actions by which these tools could be
possibly be implemented. The main dissemination tools discussed under D 6.2 are:
1. The ImProDiReT logo, general presentation and templates;
2. The ImProDiReT website; and
3. The ImProDiReT social media site

© Copyright 2018 Abby Onencan, Kenny Meesters
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2 ImProDiReT logo, general presentation, templates
The project identity is a very important subset of the communication action. To decide on what
logo to design, there was a project meeting where all the consortium partners were represented.
In the meeting the color and general design requirements were discussed and agreed upon. In
addition, there were five characteristics that we integrated in the selection of the logo:
•
•
•
•
•

Simple: A logo that people can recognize as soon as they see it. The simplest logos are
the ones people remember the most.
Scalable: The logo should a vector file that can be scaled down or up and still look clear.
Memorable: The logo should capture the viewer’s attention and leave an impression.
Versatile: The logo should be responsive to any web device and on any kind of print
material.
Relevant: The logo should be relevant to the DRR work and to the Transcarpathian
region. The colors of Transcarpathia guided the logo color scheme.

As a consequence, the project logo (in 3 versions) as well as the general presentation and
templates of the deliverables were created during M2 and M3 and shared with the partners for
consortium use. The two logos are used in all project communication and disseminations
messages and on visibility items during the project. In addition, we needed a round logo for the
social media sites. This was created also in M3.

Figure 1 ImProDiReT Standard logo

Figure 2 ImProDiReT Round Logo
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3 ImProDiReT website
The ImProDiReT website uses a well-designed, clean and responsive WordPress theme known as
‘Zeko’. The responsive design makes the website also suitable for mobile devices. This theme
is dedicated to raising awareness about Disaster Risk Reduction in Transcarpathia, Ukraine. The
website is reachable via https://improdiret.eu, offering both regular and secure connections.

Figure 3 ImProDiReT website

The website is a major means of information for communication, thus it is harmonized and
interrelated with the main goals of the WP6 to disseminate the project concept, goals, findings,
as well as to engage key stakeholders for knowledge sharing, as well as engage with
communities undergoing resilience challenges to feed the research purposes of the project.

3.1 Main website pages
The website is divided into main pages and social pages. There are currently six main pages,
namely: Home, Outputs, Resources, Blog, Events and Contact. In addition, there is a search
button. The social pages can be accessed at the bottom of the home page. Currently Twitter,
Facebook and LinkedIn are installed as the social pages. Home, Outputs and Resources are
broken down into various sub-pages. Blog is divided into various Posts.

Figure 4 Main website page, and blog page
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3.1.1 Website launch
ImProDiReT website was created in M3 of the project and launched at the beginning of M6 (on
the 2nd of August 2018 at the IGS NASU offices).

Figure 5 Website launch

Since its launch, it is regularly being updated so that the number of returning visitors would
grow. Updates refer to the project latest news (blogs), relevant articles, resources, events and
the project outputs (according to the five WPs). The update of the website content, layout and
design will be ongoing throughout the implementation of the project.

Figure 6 News page & Responsive design

3.1.2 Website responsiveness to electronic devices
The website is fully responsive. There website automatically adjusts to the screen and is
responsive to all electronic devices. Since the website is fully responsive, it is presented in the
best possible way in smartphones, tables, laptops as well as on large desktop screens.
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3.1.3 Key Features
Other key features of the website are the resources,
events, contact, and WP project page, under outputs.
Resources: The resources page is mainly for the
brochures, leaflets, scientific articles, conference
articles and magazine articles.
Events: WP leaders are encouraged to send their
calendar of events to WP6 leader in advance to enable
their events to be included in the event main page.
This is important because it enables different people
who are interested in collaborating with the project
team to plan in advance to actively participate in the
events.
Contact form: After reading the content in the
website and checking the upcoming events, anyone
who is interested in collaborating with the
ImProDiReT project team has the opportunity to fill
a contact form and directly communicate with the
team. Within the contact page, the reader is
informed of the available options for collaboration,
namely: volunteer, attend event, donate, engage
using Social Media and scientific support.

Figure 7 Resource page

Figure 8 Calendar page

Project output per WP: Through the WP outputs
page, WP leaders are given the opportunity to
showcase their current work and their deliverables.
This space will be open for the respective WP leaders
to develop it as they wish and send the final
documents and links to the WP 6 leader.
Language translation and other plugins: The
website is also translation and RTL Ready. Upon it
launch one of the recommendations of IGS NASU
was to translate it into the main languages spoken
in Ukraine. In the coming month, we plan to
purchase the WPML plugin. It is the most popular and
professional translation plugin. This is a very
important step in ensuring that our content is widely
disseminated in a language that the readers are
accustomed to. In addition, there may be need to
install other plugins like BuddyPress to enhance
social interaction using the web interface.

Figure 9 Contact page

Figure 10 Project output page
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4 Social Media accounts
Social media profiles play a promotional role for the project a wide range of audience. Constant
posts and updates of status on social media profiles on the project’s developments, news and
sharing of best practices increase the engagement of the interested audience and help to
achieve interaction with the users. This is of particular importance to this project as it is related
to community innovation, so the attraction of very specific audiences is vital.
Social media proves to be the most effective dissemination tool due to the popularity, ease of
access and rapid information flow. Thus, social media accounts allow the project to employ
them to create an even wider community of interest and disseminate news, activities and
developments.
The project has created a project Facebook account, a LinkedIn account, a YouTube, a Google+,
and a Twitter account. In addition, a project website has been developed. The links to the
ImProDiReT online presence are as follows:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

ImProDiReT website:
Facebook
LinkedIn
YouTube
Google+
Twitter

http://improdiret.eu
https://www.facebook.com/ImProDiReTProject/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/improdiret/
to be added (currently hidden)
https://plus.google.com/109881353337958103268
https://twitter.com/improdiret

Social Media Integration with the website: The main project social media profiles that should
be developed according to the DoA are: Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn. The links to these
accounts were integrated into the project website.

Figure 11 Communication page offering links to various social media

What is remaining is to make the feed flow visible on the project website. Additionally, we would
like to have follow-up buttons inviting users to slide and/or click and follow the interesting
topics posted on ImProDiReT social media sub-page of the main Home Page.
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FaceBook: The Facebook page is not yet in use. The national project partner responsible for
communicating with the community is actively using their ARDZ FaceBook account to
communicate regularly with the local and regional communities and state administration in
Transcarpathia. The FaceBook account will become active during the awareness raising
campaigns (WP2), in the coming few months.

Figure 12 ImProDiReT facebook page

LinkedIn: The linked in account is being used to post information for professionals working in
disaster risk and emergency management. The items will focus on the methodology of the
project and the results of the project ore in depth. What remains is to develop a strategy for the
professionals working in disaster risk and emergency management to joint the LinkedIn
account, and find valuable information. We plan to actively engage them once we have more
tangible project outputs to showcase and spur their reactions and feedback.

Figure 13 ImProDiReT LinkedIn page

YouTube: The YouTube page is not yet in use. YouTube was not one of the agreed ImProDiReT
online platforms. However, with the approved WP2, the MSFS made a commitment to utilise and
make the YouTube account active and beneficial to the local communities. That is why we
created a YouTube account.
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Figure 14 YouTube channel for ImProDiReT

Google+: YouTube was not one of the agreed ImProDiReT online platforms. However, with the
use of new Social Media management tools like Loomly, it is easy to post social media materials
on mutiple sites, excluding FaceBook. Therefore, in place of FaceBook, we created a Google+
account. The project will post similar posts on Twitter and Google+.

Figure 15 Google+ filled with content from the project website

Twitter: The twitter account is the most active account. We use it to inform our followers about
activities in the project, publications and project events. All the major project events that were
made available to the WP6 leader on time, were posted on the Twitter Page. The main challenge
for the Twitter Page is fast response so that the information shared is Realtime and not stale
news. This is usually hard when the WP6 leader is in the field implementing other activities or
the other project partners are too busy to send the news feeds on time. To address this, the
WP6 leader recommend the use of Loomly premium account, so that posting of feeds is done
by more than one person using a very simple interface for all the multiple social media sites.
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Figure 16 Loomly Integration

Currently WP6 leader is using the Loomly and Hootsuite free packages to post feeds and check
new feeds, respectively. It is recommended the the Hootsuite account should not be upgraded
to premium. This is because one can use the free account for 3 social media sites. The WP6
leader is currently using it for Twitter, LinkedIn and Google+. FaceBook is not compatible with
Loomly and Hootsuite. However, as mentioned earlier, FaceBook is much more useful if it is
managed at the local level by ARDZ in collaboration with WP2.
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5 Promotional materials
Branding and promotion materials (brochure, leaflets, video, general presentation) are a
collection of dissemination and promotional tools that are used to raise awareness and visibility
of the project, to attract and motivate stakeholders and to be distributed at project presentations
in events and conferences by the project partners.

Figure 17 Information Leaflet in English and Ukrainian

During the reporting period, a brochure and a factsheet have been created and are available on
the website in order to be circulated, as well as general presentation provided for the use of
partners. The poster of the project will be issued at the beginning of 2017 to suit the rising
events participation activity among the project partners and intensified end user engagements
activities within WP2.

Figure 18 Promotional Material
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In accordance with the DoA, the project has produced folders, pens
and notepads. In addition, the project has also produced the initial
flyers and two banners. The pullup banner is illustrated in the Figure
below. The decision to produce two banners and flyers was made in
the first project meeting that was held in March 2018 in Kiev,
Ukraine.

Figure 19 ImProDiReT Banner

What remains to be printed are the USB sticks. This will be done later in the project when
sufficient material and web applications have been developed. We will first ensure that we have
enough content to include in the USB sticks before purchasing and disseminating them.
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Conclusion
6 Measurement of the effectiveness of Dissemination
It is extremely important to monitor and measure the effectiveness of the dissemination and
communication activities, given that they allow the WP6 leader to estimate the effectiveness of
the external communication strategy and activities to the target groups, as well as the impact
of the dissemination and promotion of the project.
Currently we have been measuring the effectiveness of our tweets. On 15 August 2018, we had
44 tweets, 1,487 institutions and persons that we are following, 153 followers, and 163 likes.

Figure 20 Social Media Engagement

We also assess the effectiveness of each tweet over a period of 28 days. At the moment the
most effective tweet was on the launch of the ImProDiReT website. It is also interesting that a
non-academic tweet concerning a train travel to Uzhhorod got so many tweets within one night.
This information is useful in helping us to change the wording and level of formality of our
tweets.
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7 Contribution to project objectives
The above communication channels and items provide the project with a shared, common
identity throughout the project. As the ImProDiReT project is centered around interactions and
collaborations with various stakeholders, ranging from local communities to the national
Ukrainian Government. The consistent and shared identify throughout the project will make it
easier for these stakeholders to recognize the work of the project (and by extension the
European Commission and DG ECHO). At the same time, internally, the visibility items also
provide a coherent and integrated project identity, making the project partners feel a part of the
project.
The various communication channels have been designed to further support the reach and
bandwidth of the project. The presence on various social media platforms enables communities
and stakeholders to connect with the project through their preferred channel. However, a key
element is to encourage and monitor the interaction through this channel. I.e. the channels
should not only be used to ‘broadcast’ messages, but also to solicit input. When properly
managed the communication channels can be a valuable addition for the feedback gathering
processes and the community engagement. The current setup enables us to facilitate these
interactions and throughout the project, partners are encouraged to use these channels to not
only communicate their intentions, results and findings but also complement their data
gathering and feedback processes. The team in WP6, will keep advocating and supporting this
use of the communication channels.
Moreover, the partners of the project, each with their own network, can use the various
communication options and tools to present the project to their contacts and relations. The
visibility items make it for example easier for the partners to refer to this project and promote
it within their own organization. Overall the various communications channels and visibility
items described in this project, enable the project and its partners to (1) increase the visibility,
through a shared identify and commonly used visualization, (2) incentivize and solicit
engagement from various stakeholders by sharing relevant messages through he provided
channels (3) use the interaction possibilities to not only share our messages but also acquire
feedback and input.

8 Recommendations & future steps
The dissemination and communication strategy that is described in D 6.1 was developed with
the purpose of:
●
●
●

raising awareness about ImProDiReT project,
fostering a clear understanding of WP6 dissemination and communications objectives and
how they will be implemented in the context of the project’s objectives,
outlining how ImProDiReT partners will be involved in WP6, their roles and responsibilities.

D 6.2 is demonstrating the practical application of the strategy to the project’s stakeholders
and how it offers the various identified target groups an incentive to act, get involved, and
promote the project. In addition, it is clear that each project partner needs to market the project,
and for this reason all ImProDiReT partners should promote the project’s objectives,
developments and results throughout the project’s lifetime and beyond. That is why TUD
recommends the following, in furtherance of in D 6.2:
●

Purchase and install a language translation plugin into the website
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●
●
●
●
●
●

Consider the need to incorporate other plugins like BuddyPress
Revisit the social media interaction on the ImProDiReT website and improve the interface,
so that we have more interaction.
Develop and implement a strategy for active enegagement of professionals on LinkeIn.
Discuss with RAN the official handing over of the FaceBook page to ARDZ and MSFS, to
Solotvyno saltmine case.
Discuss with WP leaders the content that needs to be included in the upcoming USD sticks
and work systematically towards developing and disseminating the content.
Discuss with WP leaders and RAN whether to purchase Loomly premium package to
increase collaboration with various project teams in posting the various feeds. If not,
agree on a working mechanism to ensure Realtime information feedback to WP6 leader
for upload on the website and the various social media sites.

As stated in D 6.1, internal communication is the responsibility of RAN. Therefore, some of the
remaining internal communication recommendations need to be taken up by RAN and
streamlined to ensure smooth delivery of WP6 outcomes. In conclusion, this document aims at
optimizing the project outreach and build a reputation that is consistent with ImProDiReT
project’s identity.
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